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The countryside around Blackburn, Darwen, Chorley and Bolton is home
to some of the most inspiring and exhilarating walking country. Known as
the West Pennine Moors, the area covers over 80 square miles, all of
which is easily accessible. The variety and vibrancy of the landscape can
be experienced everywhere - through colourful meadows and ancient
woodland, across rugged moorland dissected by wooded valleys and next
to the many rivers and reservoirs found in the area.
The West Pennine Moors is a wild and diverse landscape, and these 30
walks provide a selection of both short and easy country rambles and
more challenging walks.
The area is also rich in historical heritage, including historic houses,
monuments such as Holcombe Tower and Jubilee Tower, and other
reminders of the industrial revolution.

Key marketing points
• Good selection of walks for all abilities
• Highly respected author with extensive local knowledge

About the author
A writer and photographer since 1978, Terry Marsh specialises in the
outdoors, the countryside, walking and travel worldwide. He is the author
of over 45 books, including the award-winning Cicerone guides to the
Northern Coast to Coast Walk, The Dales Way, Walking on the Isle of Man
and The West Highland Way.
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